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The exhibition String Figures and Watercolours places Zora Mann’s
watercolours next to two paintings by her mother Vivien Cahusac de Caux.
Vivien Cahusac de Caux, born in 1955 in Kampala, Uganda, has painted for
most of her life. After a nomadic life, during which she lived for 25 years
between Uganda and Kenya, she moved to Germany in 1988. Her rich pictorial
expression moves through different styles and themes in a fertile oeuvre and
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shows a great sensitivity for her surroundings and resources as an autodidact.
In the series Dreamscapes Scenarios, to which the four works in the exhibition
belong, fantastic scenes depict life and natural forces. Bright, intense colours
contribute to her oneiric constructions. Unlike many of her other works, which

Zora Mann + Vivien Cahusac de Caux | Stringﬁgures and Water-

look at different geographical locations, each with its own cultural

colours | ChertLüdde | 06.12.2020-16.01.2021

characteristics, Dreamscapes Scenarios is abstract and introspective.

Zora Mann + Vivien Cahusac de Caux | Stringﬁgures and Watercolours | ChertLüdde |
06.12.2020-16.01.2021

Zora Star Cahusac Mann was born in 1979 in Amersham, Great Britain. She
spent her|childhood
recherche
搜索 | between Europe, Africa and America. She completed her
studies at|the Villa Arson in Nice.
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until 16.01. | #2934ARTatBerlin | ChertLüdde currently
shows at the showroom the exhibition Stringﬁgures
and Watercolours by the artists Zora Mann and Vivien
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Courtesy the artist and ChertLüdde, Berlin
Zora Mann often uses a visual vocabulary that she acquired during her

certain people or situations in their lives. Mann also approaches the concept of

childhood experiences in Kenya, which is combined with a recurrent folkloric

healing and protection through paintings, watercolours, etchings, murals, signs

and often psychedelic style that is evident in the repetitive composition of

and ceramics – works that, through various media, combine her hybrid cultural

geometric shapes, vivid colours and spatial synchronicities that are
characteristic of dreams. The visual fragmentation in Mann’s work can allude

background with her interest in natural structures, science ﬁction and
psychology.

to emotional states, as landscapes of the interior layered with meaning,

The works shown in the exhibition illustrate her fascination with the medium

memories and feelings. Her surreal, enigmatic paintings and sculptures

of watercolour and how it enables man to engage in a particularly meditative

sometimes represent talismanic or symbolic representations that evoke

and intimate process. In a recent interview with Éric Mangion, Mann explains:
“The watercolours are in a way a travel diary, as many of them were created on
journeys. It is as if I carry my home with me. I simply take a sheet of paper and
the paint box and can dive into my world.
Zora Mann’s works have been exhibited at the Berlinische Galerie, Villa Arson,
Nice, Staatliche Kunsthalle Baden Baden, Haus am Lützowplatz, Berlin, Palais
De Tokyo, Paris, BKV-Brandeburgischer Kunstverein, Potsdam, among others.
Vivien Cahusac de Caux has been a member of the Kunstkreis Fischbachau
since 2003 and has been a member of the VBK (Association of Visual Artists,
Munich and Upper Bavaria) since 2016. Her works have been exhibited in
recent years in the town hall of Aichach, Schloss Blumenthal, the “Munich
Refugee Council” as part of the “Long Night of Museums”, the DGB Haus
München, the town hall of Munich and the Kunstpavillon München.
Exhibition period: Sunday, 6th December 2020 – Saturday, 16th January 2021
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“Put a color upon a canvas—
it not only colors with that
color the part of the canvas
http://moussemagazine.it/sol-calero-zora-mann-giovanna-manzotti-villa-arson-2020/
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to which the color has been
applied, but it also colors the
surrounding space with the
complementary.”
—Henri Matisse

(http://www.milanoartbulletin.com/)
One week before galleries and institutions
shut down more than two months ago, I
visited the spaces of Villa Arson, located in
St. Sylvestre district, up the hill of SaintBarthélémy in Nice. The view from there
over the city and the bay is outstanding,
almost sublime. Designed in 1966 by
French architect Michel Marot, the
labyrinth-like Villa Arson extends over more
than two hectares inside a Mediterranean
garden where mineral elements and
vegetation (gathered from all five
continents), stones and patios, streets and
suspended roof terraces intermingle with
works in situ by Bertrand Lavier, Maurizio
Nannucci, Dan Graham, François Morellet,
and others, creating a range of pathways
where architecture hasn’t any facade, but
details and formal references—like the
maze and the mastaba (an Egyptian tomb
that is oblong in shape with sloping sides
and a flat roof) erected on the terraces as
windbreaks and sun shields, or the
pyramid-shaped light wells—fascinate
visitors at every turn. As Marot himself put it:
“The desire to make the buildings
disappear inside the vegetation inspired
me to spread them out like a lizard in the
1
http://moussemagazine.it/sol-calero-zora-mann-giovanna-manzotti-villa-arson-2020/
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Laura Bartlett Gallery at Art Basel, 2016). In
every case, the work is a reflection on
cultural codes, community environments,
and image production in Latin America and
Latin American communities living in
migration. Spanning traditional methods of
art making such as drawings and paintings,
but also encompassing videos, found
objects, fabric works, and site-based
practices, the works emerge from a
syncretic conception of art at the
crossroads of several cultures, identities,
and experiences, inspired by Calero’s own
migration from her birthplace in Caracas,
Venezuela, to her current home in Berlin. “It
doesn’t matter where you are from, when
you move to a new country you are
confronted with who you were and who
you will become. It’s like you are forced to
forget where you are coming from in order
to ‘integrate.’ … If after a long time you can’t
come back to the place where you were
born, the portrait of this place from the
outside might also influence the way you
see yourself.”2

sun.”1 Officially inaugurated in 1972, Villa
Arson is today a unique and privileged
venue that houses a national institution
dedicated to the promotion of
contemporary art, a residence for artists
(since 2013), an art school, and a library.
As the culmination of their three-month
residency at Villa Arson’s Centre d’Art, in
February 2020 the artists Sol Calero and
Zora Mann each presented a new project,
in both cases curated by Éric Mangion.
Their distinctive approaches to carrying out
the Villa’s general suggestions evoked a
range of common references, from the
specific use of colors and patterns for
eliciting memories and emotional states, to
the integration of cultural references into
new productions and formulas,
interpretations and interactions.
Calero’s past work has included a largescale installation taking the form of a
painted wooden bus to be used as a
“vehicle” to explore themes of
representation, identity, displacement, and
marginalization (El Autobús, Tate Liverpool,
UK, 2019); a travel agency office that points
to the self-constitution of countries as
tourist destinations (Agencia Viajes Paraíso,
Kunstpalais Erlangen, Germany, 2017); a
hair and nail salon, cafeteria, driving school,
restaurant, and tiny job center that
emulated the commercial spaces often
found in Latin American countries, or run by
Latin American immigrants in their new
homes (Amazones Shopping Center,
Hamburger Bahnhof, Berlin, 2017–18); and
even a bureau de change displayed at a
key moment when Venezuela’s social and
political state was highly volatile and on the
brink of breakdown (Casa De Cambio,
http://moussemagazine.it/sol-calero-zora-mann-giovanna-manzotti-villa-arson-2020/
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By turning her exhibition venues into
immersive spaces for exchange and social
interaction (specifically in the last six years),
Calero responds to the milieu in which she
lives and operates, taking a site-specific
spatial approach and making architectural
interventions in a mostly flexible framework.
The idea for her exhibition at Villa Arson, Se
empeñaban en tapar las grietas, pero las
paredes seguían sudando (They Insisted on
Covering the Fissures, but the Walls Still
Perspired), crystallized when Nice was
suddenly stuck by tropical rainstorms (a
situation to which the title refers) that
caused seepage and humidity on the
gallery walls. For Calero, such
Page 3 of 11
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circumstances are elements to play with, to
be embraced and integrated: “Most of the
time things don’t come out how you
expected and I’ve learned how to
accommodate my projects to unexpected
situations… You have to be alert all the time
and be able to improvise. And when you
learn how to improvise this becomes a very
important tool which I think is fundamental
for creativity.”

The paintings’ luminous overlapping visual
references and motifs included exotic
plants, fruits, fountains, snakes, bubbles,
landscapes, and interiors—a compositional
language that powerfully combined an
interlocking clarity with the blurring typical
of a semi-forgotten dream. Hanging on
walls irregularly coated and framed in pale
green, orange, red-ocher (the same tone as
the building’s exterior central patio), and
beige was a series of acrylics and oils on
canvas that not only recounted childhood
memories based on personal or family
archives—offering a narrative of selfexplanation—but also activated an exercise
of rhythmic repetition within which the artist
played with assonances and dissonances
between layers, scales, hierarchies, and
backgrounds. “When I build an installation
or any project,” Calero notes, “the objects
in the space also become the references
for new images. Paintings sometimes
become walls in other shows. Those walls
or architectural elements then become
elements for another painting. Some
sculptures have references from the
paintings, and the furniture takes its textile
patterns and motifs from the paintings. It’s
all connected, and things happen very
naturally.”

The artist “handled” the damage to the
building by “exposing” the space itself to
new perspectives coming from the outside.
She integrated the leaks into the show by
taking apart waterlogged partitions and
using the rubble to make sculptures;
building a wooden walkway so that visitors
could avoid stepping in puddles of water
(along with a net composed of tie rods and
ceramic forms, this walkway was the
exhibition’s centerpiece installation); and
deflecting the light flooding in through the
gallery’s wide ceiling windows in the
rooms. She noted, “The building feels so
alive and I really wanted to pay attention to
this. To listen to what the building has to
say.” By manipulating, organizing, and
composing sections of the gallery as if
making a painting, Calero devised a spacefilling installation that also included a series
of new paintings and ceramic elements
produced in the art school, works from
previous shows, and a small library (with
books on South American art), combined
with sofas, a bizarre bed, natural vegetation
inspired by the plants in the Villa garden,
and site-specific mural interventions that
duplicated the entering solar beams and
the shadows around them.

http://moussemagazine.it/sol-calero-zora-mann-giovanna-manzotti-villa-arson-2020/
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Calero’s paintings are “like souvenirs, an
abstract memory of a larger environment
encapsulated in an object,” noted Sira Pizà
in a brochure accompanying the show. But
a Western eye may also perceive a
particular reference to Henri Matisse (he
moved to Nice in 1917), who in his day was
one of the first Europeans to free color from
its codes and hackneyed juxtapositions.
The use of pigment’s symbolic force, the
improvisation with architecture, and the
Page 5 of 11
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idea of a practice in which phenomena of
hybridization and assimilation are similar to
music (especially salsa)3 are some of the
coordinates and “codes” Calero’s work
assembles into its mosaic: a model that
incessantly confronts us with the
exoticizing inherent to imagery and
narratives of the cultural other.

psychedelic experimentation in terms of
form, as well as the geometric
configuration of motifs, lines, and curves,
number among the spatial synchronicities
(a term borrowed from Carl Jung and briefly
used to describe “meaningful
coincidences”) specific to the construction
of dreams.

In the other galleries, Zora Mann’s works
shaped a balanced composition between
watercolors—devised as travel diaries,
since many were made during her journeys
—paintings of various sizes, and a corpus
of sculptural objects. Titled Waganga
(“healers of souls” in Swahili, a language
derived from Bantu languages),4 the show
was the work of an insightful artistic
sensibility and a long and meticulous
process where forms of interiority manifest
in dense and vibrant surfaces, in a rhythm
of repetition and variation. The artist notes:
“I find repetition interesting because it does
two contradictory things: it makes the
repeated element more important because
it’s numerous, but also less significant
because one regards it merely as part of a
pattern.”5

Poring over the exhibited works, I noticed
how sculptures can behave both as
permeable elements and as more robust
substrates for shapes, decorations, and
layers of meaning. Take for example
Untitled (2020), a beaded curtain made of
recycled flip-flops found on the shores and
waterways in Kenya: it’s a fluid object that
functioned as a filter between works,
something to walk and see through. Or the
series Walls (not yet titled) (2020) in wood,
papier-mâché, acrylic resin, and paint,
which stood in the middle of the main
exhibition room as distorted bodies with
holes and openings. Or the Shields (2018),
paintings in acrylic and oil on canvas
hanging on a wall, with their grid and slits to
look through. The reiteration of colors and
geometric, divergent sequences that occur
on the edges of the canvases are
symptoms of what the artist calls a blend of
“some emotional states [which] can act as
a zoom making details, and others lead to a
fragmentation of sense.” This is evocative
also of her watercolors on paper and
acrylics on canvas, where horizons of
feeling, reverberations, and memories
resonate in surfaces, evoking though a
repetitive and fragmented composition a
graphic gesture very close to the
intertwined and naive motifs of Art Brut.

This awareness traverses all of Mann’s
artistic production, in a fluctuation of
meanings that arise from the juxtaposition
of contradictory visual codes, thanks to her
habit of painting from the inside out. “I grew
up in-between cultures,” she says. “My
mom was born in Uganda and my dad in
Kenya where he still lives. I’d visit him for
every summer holiday when I was a kid. I
didn’t live in Kenya for long stretches, a year
here some months there, but still is also
home and a source of visual vocabulary to
me.” The recurrence of a tribal style and
http://moussemagazine.it/sol-calero-zora-mann-giovanna-manzotti-villa-arson-2020/
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1. From the brochure on the history of Villa Arson,

Van Beuningen, Rotterdam, the Netherlands (2018);

Nice.

Brücke Museum, Berlin (2018); Galerie Crèvecoeur,

2. All artist quotes are from a conversation with Éric

Paris (2018); Kunstverein Düsseldorf, Germany (2018);

Mangion published in a booklet for the show (English

Barbara Gross Galerie, Munich (2018); and Kunsthalle

version), unless otherwise indicated.

Lissabon, Lisbon (2018). She has participated in
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group exhibitions at the Australian Centre for

3. From the press release of Sol Calero’s project

Contemporary Art, Melbourne (2019); Preis der

SALSA, Gillmeier Rech and La Mambita dance studio,

Nationalgalerie, Hamburger Bahnhof, Berlin (2017);

Berlin, 2014: “Though it is widely thought of as a pan–

and Casa Anacaona, Folkestone Triennial, England

Latin American phenomenon, Salsa music was first

(2017).

conceived in East Harlem, New York—known to
locals as ‘el Barrio’—during the 1970s. Honed and

Zora Mann (b. 1979, Amersham, England) graduated

marketed by Fania Records and its associated

from Villa Arson in 2009. She lives and works in Berlin.
Recent solo exhibitions include Being and your own

musicians who were mostly of Puerto Rican,

form, ChertLüdde, Berlin (2018); Statements,

Dominican, or Cuban origin, the sound sprung from a

ChertLüdde at Art Basel (2017); Doppelgänger,

combination of Mambo, Latin Jazz, Son and other

45cbm studio space, Staatliche Kunsthalle Baden

Afro-Cuban music styles, sometimes mixing them

Baden, Germany (2017); Fiac – Foire International

with elements of rock and funk. In the context of Cold

d’Art Contemporain, Lafayette Sector, Paris (2015);

War tensions between the U.S. and Cuba, radio

and Coagula, ChertLüdde, Berlin (2014). She has

stations which played Cuban records had received

participated in the group exhibitions Freigänger, The

bomb threats, and thus the word ‘Salsa’ provided a

Knast, Berlin (2019); A Shiver in Search of a Spine,

generic, safe umbrella term for use in the mass

Arario Gallery, Seoul (2019); All the Small Things,

marketing of Latin music, strategically obscuring the

Alessandro Buganza, Milan (2019); The Shrine of

fact that the music was very clearly Cuban. In this way

Friendship, BKV Brandenburgischer Kunstverein,

Salsa was designed to unite the Latino community

Potsdam, Germany (2018); Condo, hosted by Union

through an unmistakably American business model

Pacific, London (2018); and Interface(s) – Tales of

and Fania began to solidify their market dominance

Babel, Haus am Lützowplatz – Studio Galerie, Berlin
(2017).

by acquiring smaller Latino record labels.”
4. The artist discovered this term in a film made ten
years ago by her father in Kenya about a mganga

at Villa Arson, Nice (https://www.villaarson.org/)

(singular of waganga) named George.
5. All artist quotes are from a conversation with Éric
Mangion published in a booklet for the show (English
version), unless otherwise indicated.
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works in Berlin, where she codirects the project
space Kinderhook & Caracas with fellow artist
Christopher Kline. She has had recent solo
exhibitions in Europe at Tate Liverpool, England
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«Arario Gallery highlights Berlin-based artists from different cultures»
Korea Herald, 12p, August 6, 2019
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Five Shows to See at Condo 2018
An alternative to the art fair, Condo sees galleries across
London team up with others from around the world. Since
its conception in 2016 the Condo map has become
increasingly wild and decreasingly legible. No matter if you
can't ﬁgure it out—here are some shows you deﬁnitely
shouldn't miss. Words by Rosalind Duguid

Cheyenne Julien, Emerging Artists, 2017
Courtesy the Artist and Arcadia Missa, London

T he Sunday Painter/Arcadia Missa hosting Stereo (Warsaw) and Dawid
Radziszewski (Warsaw)
In their gallery on South Lambeth road, The Sunday Painter is co-hosting two
Warsaw galleries with Arcadia Missa: Stereo and David Radziszewski. Arcadia
Missa present four small but striking canvasses by New York artist Cheyenne
Julien. Depicting cartoonish ﬁgures in states of heightened and tense emotion,
Julien’s painting is both gesturally playful and psychologically rich, often
addressing the systematic racism that permeates the art world and all aspects of
life. Upon entering the gallery, the viewer is met with bright tapestries by Polish
artist Alicja Kowalska (from Dawid Radziszewski), three of which were created in
collaboration with her son, Tomasz Kowalski and are full of bright sumptuous
colours and strange bodily architecture.

E’wao Kagoshima, Odalisque, 2014

U nion Paciﬁc hosting Chert Lüdde (Berlin), Misako & Rosen (Tokyo) and
Gregor Staiger Galerie (Zurich)
The exhibition at Union Paciﬁc is a balance of dreamy surrealism and the heaviness
of real, physical life. The industrial steel sculptures of Caroline Mesquita (presented
by Union Paciﬁc) feel almost like vintage predictions of our robotic futures, at once
human and vulnerable, and evocative of the machines that manufacture our world.
The mixed media works by E’Wao Kagoshima (presented by Gregor Staiger)
appear as the opposite. Delicate and powdery, sharp faces and limbs appear out of
smoky pencil work. Subtle mixed media elements, like the gummy white patch in
the top corner, add to the work feeling almost like a found object, something
chanced upon whilst riﬂing through an old cabinet somewhere.

Installation view. Noel McKenna, Scene from Iran, 2017.Horse beside Fence, 2016. Two Homes, 2016
Installation view. Sam Anderson, Eyai Standing, 2016

M other’s tankstation hosting Edouard Malingue Gallery (Hong Kong,
Shanghai)
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there are many lines of inquiry threading through these works that hold them together, beyond the gender of their makers. Colour and
organic forms are a recurring element and there is a vivid selection of paintings.
Peres Projects, from Berlin, is presenting a solo booth from Mark Flood, with two large-scale installations, as well as paintings from
the artist’s Text and Lace series. The upstairs booth is filled with “likes”, the word written again and again in bold white type on black
canvases, which are stacked high on top of one another. This sense of twisted vanity extends to his wall-hung pieces–including ASK ME,
in which a buffed and sheened model is plastered with the slogan “Ask Me About Death” as she holds up a sugary pink, angel wing
emblazoned bottle of perfume. The gallery is also showing one of the most exciting young artists in the downstairs Unlimited section,
with live performances from the captivating American artist Donna Huanca. Bliss (Reality Check) is an expectedly messy affair.
Chertlüdde, another Berlin gallery, is also showing a solo booth, with an installation by British artist Zora Mann whose influence over
the years has come from items such as colouring books and recycled flipflops. The whimsically-named installation, The daughter of an
Easter egg, combines vibrant, patterned wall-hung pieces with a diagonally placed beaded curtain and 3D pieces in the form of cushiony
eyes about the floor. A fun and lively solo project which is characteristic of the gallery’s sense of play.
i8 Gallery (Iceland) has also brought a frisky selection of works. Karin Sander is a highlight, with her wry wall-hung vegetables (think
beetroots and cauliflowers) and drooping glass forms. Without adding much at all, the mere choice and placement of her items is
amusing and effective. There is also a compelling selection of works by Icelandic artists—such as Arna Óttarsdóttir’s humorous fabric
pieces, Hildigunnur Birgisdóttir’s apparently multi-use and wittily non-descript Shelf For Something series, and Ragnar Kjartansson’s
economical drawings which are oddly warming and empty at the same time—referencing the lone experience in many cases.
Fruit and veg (a recurring element at Basel year-on-year) reappear at Sies + Höke’s booth, with tongue-in-cheek works from João
Maria Gusmão & Pedro Paiva, adding bulbous eyes to big fruity heads. FORT’s Sunny (2016) is similarly kooky, presenting a perfectly
round yellow ball wedged between the vertical lines of a radiator and bending them, Popeye-like to either side. The gallery has a
powerful group of artists overall, including Marcel Dzama (read more about the artist in our Issue 31 Encounter) and Julian Charrière.
Kerlin Gallery, from Dublin, also have a diverse selection of works—bringing together the likes of Siobhán Hapaska (whose Snake and
Apple offers a sort of nightclub version of Adam and Eve in sculptural form) with Aleana Egan, Siobhán Hapaska, Callum Innes, Merlin
James, Jan Pleitner, Daniel Rios Rodriguez and Zhou Li. There is a strong sculptural element—not least from Egan, who is showing
pieces from her recent second solo exhibition at the gallery, A House and Its Head.
Sculpture is also a highlight at Galería OMR (Mexico), with multiple works from Jose Dávila (you call also read more about the artist
in Elephant Issue 31). His precarious use of glass is reflected in the works of Julieta Aranda, who fills shelves with multiple sharp shards
of it. The planes utilized by Dávila also play well with the graphite and ink works of Theo Michael, which present strange landscapes
made up of slabs and spheres propped against one another. An elegant presentation.
Galleri Nicolai Wallner is also showing works from Dávila, this time his more colourful, mobile works rather than his widely
recognized balance pieces. These are looser in style and work well alongside the colourful balloons of Jeppe Hein (another regular fixture
on the fair circuit) and the warm acrylic works from Cornelia Baltes, which sit visually somewhere between painting and digital
imagery. The prints of Jakob Kolding contrast with these simply formed pieces, taking a more-is-more approach, forming scenes and
landscapes from swathes of fabric, enlarged animals and plant life.
Art Basel runs until 18 June. artbasel.com
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Zora Mann, The daughter of the Easter egg, 2 01 7 . Courtesy the artist and ChertLüdde, Berlin

On April 25 inaugurated Coagula, first solo show of Zora Mann (http://www.zoramann.org/) (Amersham, Uk, 1979) with Chert (http://chertberlin.org/)gallery.
Born from African parents, she grew up traveling in Europe, Africa and America. After relocating in Germany, at age 13, she started a
modeling career which continued successfully for many years, when she decided to quit with the fashion business and study art. All the
artworks presented in the exhibition show different aspects of her past: tribal art, African decorations, intuitive abstract patterns,
subconscious and dreamy-like images, colorful motives, ornamentals models.
*

-

(http://atpdiary.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/1.jpg)
—

*

In this painting I did during my studies at the Villa Arson in Nice, I am dreaming about painting.

(http://atpdiary.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/2.jpg)
—

*

When I did this painting I was working on a series of flags for female superheroes and I thought that Coagula was one. Much later I realised
that she was a tranvestite superhero. In Latin Coagula also means to connect.

(http://atpdiary.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/4-Richard-Walker.jpg)
—

*

While I was working on the show, my Grandfather passed away. This photo of his grave, taken just after the funeral moves me deeply. He
prepared himself to go for many years and showed real courage in this last phase of his life. His daughter Bella wove a shroud for him, his
nephew Crian made him an open coffin and on his grave a tree grows.

(http://atpdiary.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/3.jpg)
—

*

In kenya flipflops litter the shores and pose a real envrionmental problem. A Marine biologist named Julie Curch had the idea to use these
as raw materlial to make into jewlery, bags, curtains and sculptures. I worked for her a long time ago as a volunteer. This was an amazing
experience for me at that time. I stayed on the island Manda and worked with several women. With little means, these women created
beautiful objects out of these old flipflops. Their enjoyment of life was uplifting. The picture above shows work in progress, on a curtain I
made for my show, using beads that they made out old flipflops.

(http://atpdiary.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/6.jpg)

(http://atpdiary.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/5.jpeg)
—

—

*

*

The shield is a symbol of protection. This one I made to my body measurements.

For the last six months I have been working on watercolours in a much more unpredicted manner than on my canvases. Working with
many diferent elements and with less symmetry. This motivated me to structure the wallpainting in the same way.

(http://atpdiary.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/8.jpg)
—

*

These are the hands of my grandmother Erika.

(http://atpdiary.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/7Mark-Borthwick.jpg)
—

courtesy Mark Borthwick

The photographer Mark Borthwick took this photo of me years ago.

(http://atpdiary.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/10.jpg)
—

*

(http://atpdiary.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/9.jpg)
—

*

While I worked on the wall, I kept looking at this painting «Negro Attacked by a Jaguar» by Henri Rousseau. The way the light flowers comes
out of the dark green folliage was an inspiration to me.

She made this ring that gave me the idea to make the shields.

—

*

And here are some details of the wallpainting «Who are the Dolphins ?»

(http://atpdiary.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/11.jpg)
—

*

(http://atpdiary.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/13.jpg)
I started with this sketch.

—

(http://atpdiary.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/12.jpg)

*

(http://atpdiary.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/15.jpg)
—

*

Are dolphins really aliens?

(http://atpdiary.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/14.jpg)
—

*

I’m wondering, will aliens get us out of the mess we are in? This is an image from a coloring book I did for kids.
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Zora Mann is a Berlin-based painter and mixed-media artist. Born in the UK, she grew up in Munich and studied in France at Villa Arson. She is
represented by Chert Gallery, and has worked closely with its founder Jennifer Chert on projects such as a 2014 colouring book titled Zora

Mann’s Magical Colouring Book (a coloured-in page hangs on Zora’s fridge at home), as well as the too-large-to-photograph, intricately crafted
beaded curtain which hung partially completed in her kitchen while we spoke about her practice and process.
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I always do drawings first. I used to be systematic about how I made them into paintings. I always kind of knew—
not exactly what the paintings would be like—but the drawings were my guide. And then I spent a year doing
watercolours, which I did much freer, without drawing before. That loosened me up, or contaminated me in a way
[laughs]. Now when I paint, it’s really hard for me to stick to the drawing. I get all excited and I do something else. I
guess it’s just a desire to have more room for error, to have the creative process be more part of the finished thing.
Usually I don’t plan a date to finish things. I should. It would probably be more efficient. Before, when I worked
more systematically with the drawings, I definitely knew when it was finished. Now I don’t know when things are
finished anymore. Not having a plan is more scary. But sometimes it’s more fun, too. I have to find a mix between

the two.

”

“

For a while, I did really dark stuff. But now I would say that I’ve changed. There’s still a dark element in my work, for

sure, but not in the same way. Before it was more figurative, more tortured, teenaged [laughs]. And now it’s more
hidden.
Here’s a list of things that do me good. It’s simple things. Surprisingly simple things. You forget sometimes, you
know? Especially in the winter months.
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“

The book was Jenny’s idea. She kept asking me if I wanted to do a kids’ book. I was making animal drawings, and I
didn’t really know what to do with them, and then she had that idea and it was perfect. It was so much fun doing it.
In the beginning we wanted to have it printed, and then we realised we wouldn’t be able to have the thickness we
wanted. So I printed it in lino print. Every one. Which was really nice, it took a week to print. Took much quicker
than I thought.
Spirals, and snakes, and a mask, DNA. Braids. Connection between two things. A movement. It can be a bunch of

different things. I like it to be open, but I definitely have my kind of ideas about it. It’s always multiple things. The

”

hands are a want to humanise the forms, give them a kind of bodily, human element. The fruit also. It’s just bringing
figuration into the abstraction.
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Visit Zora Mann’s website here.

“

I always sell myself as a classical painter, but right now I’m drifting away from that. I thought of myself as someone
that paints on rectangles. With the shields I moved away from that a bit. With the curtain, too. I’m happy it’s

opening up.

Share this post:

”

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE

—Zora Mann, as told to Studio Beat
Photos by Jill Blackmore Evans
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“Studying fine art brought me back to the ground. I learned that I have to work very hard,“ remakrs the
dinty Zora Star Cahusac Mann . Her delicate face is framed by her strawberry blonde hair, which she was
once famous for. At the age of 32 she had already worked for two decades. First as an international model
and secondly as a visual artist. As a painter, she carries her father’s surname: Mann. In her former career
she became well known for with both of her first names. “Zora Starr”, the double “R” was a spelling
mistake. She was booked for a range of modeling jobs, from a teenage magazine covers to a Chanel
campaign.
Before this galmorous career, Zora had seen a lot. Her parents are from Africa and were Sannyasens who
followed their guru Osho throughout half of the world. Zora was supposed to wear orange clothes for a
while and later tried to hide this part of her past. She became independent at an early age and lived as a
teenager in Paris all by herself. With such a wealth of life experience, her career as a painter and artistic
practice acts as her foundation. A recurring phrase that she carries with her through her personal is simply:
“Move your feet when you pray.”

SHOW INTERVIEW

“Studying fine art brought me back to the ground. I learned that I have to work very hard,“ remarks the dinty
Zora Star Cahusac Mann . Her delicate face is framed by her strawberry blonde hair, which she was once
famous for. At the age of 32 she had already worked for two decades. First as an international model and secondly as a visual artist. As a painter, she carries her father’s surname: Mann. In her former career she became
well known for with both of her first names. “Zora Starr”, the double “R” was a spelling mistake. She was
booked for a range of modeling jobs, from a teenage magazine covers to a Chanel campaign.
Before this glamorous career, Zora had seen a lot. Her parents are from Africa and were Sannyasens who
followed their guru Osho throughout half of the world. Zora was supposed to wear orange clothes for a while
and later tried to hide this part of her past. She became independent at an early age and lived as a teenager in
Paris all by herself. With such a wealth of life experience, her career as a painter and artistic practice acts as
her foundation. A recurring phrase that she carries with her through her personal is simply: “Move your feet
when you pray.”
At the age of 12 Zora spent her holidays with her father in L.A. and was found playing on the streets. Back in
Munich, she immediately signed a contract to become the youngest professional model in Germany. At the
age of 14, she did her first overseas job in Arizona, USA: “I got 2000,- Deutschmarks, it was the 90′s. That
was big money for a teenager. My mother was not really happy that I began modelling at such a young age,
she has tolerated, even supported it sometimes, but in retrospect she was always rather sceptical about it. My
father was very enthusiastic, he was and still is really proud of my modeling career and has pushed me.”
When she turned 16 Zora left for Paris. From the very beginning she was booked for all the major international fashion shows. Nick Knight was eager to have her in front of his camera. This was the ultimate accolade
for any model at this time. Mark Borthwick shot her in the backyard of his New York apartment. In this shoot
Zora’s beautiful face and body were concealed by some cushions that she held in front of herself. This was like
an omen for her: The pic is going to be a part of the Sonic Youth Cover of “A Thousand Leaves” (It was also
used for Miranda July’s book “No one belongs here more than you” and in the German translation “Zehn
Wahrheiten”). But nonetheless, Zora decided to turn her back on modelling in order to study fine art.
“At my school I had to, as arrogant or trivial it may sound, assert myself. With modeling, I was rather successful, it was quite easy for me to get a job. In Nice I was confronted with the fact, that there of course were other
talented people, too. People, who might be better than I was. This only made me work even harder. At the
very beginning, I still did some modeling jobs, but it was obvious where my priorites were.”
Through her modeling career, Zora was able to safe some money: “In Paris I enjoyed life, we were very often
having dinner at restaurants and such. But I got my clothes for free. It was the 90′s, I was surrounded by
escalating over-consumption. To refuse extravagance was my kind of protest. I did not spent my pays, I was
pretty frugal, more than I am now”. This attitude was very helpful for her later in life. Zora bought a very
down to earth apartment in Nice instead and financed her education with her savings.
Zora’s mother is from Uganda and her father, from Kenya. She is, like both of them, a British citizen. Initially
she grew up in England. But her parents are members of the Sannyasins and followed their guru Osho – even
to the city, which he had built in Oregon, USA. “We wore only red-orange clothes. It was pretty tough for a
child to go to a regular school. I can understand what attracted my parents to the Sannyasins. With my kids
though, I would never do that. As a child you gain no recognition. We were often separated from our parents
and I missed them a lot. When I was seven, we were educated privately at a residential school. After a while,
we took off our red-orange robes and went to a public school again. But I was wilder than all the other kids.
I used to live in a flat shared with 20 people. I was 8, when a friend of mine came to visit me at home. One of
my flatmates was expecting her boyfriend and opened the door topless! There was my bourgeois friend with
her mum standing with an open mouth, they almost fainted. I felt terribly embarrassed.”
When Zora was 4 years old, her parents split up. At the age of 12 she does moved from a flat-share sitaution
to, for the first time, an apartment with just her mother and her boyfriend in Munich. Zora has only one or

two very close friends, that’s it. She was bullied by school mates for her modeling work. She remembers 20
children at school surrounding her with a magazine in their hands featuring her on the cover. They shouted,
‘Here, sign this as you’re famous now!’ after teachers intervened. Recounting this story remarks, “I only wanted to get out of this narrowness and be somewhere, where no one knew what I was doing or who I was.”
Zora decided to finish college at her father’s place, who now lives again in Kenya. Her new classmates soon
got to know about her new “part-time job” and responded negatively. However, she never regretted her modeling career: ‘It gave me so much freedom. I could always do what I wanted to do. I had an incredible amount
of time to read books like, Henry Miller, Burroughs and Sartre’s dramas.”
In Kenya, Zora caught the attention of photographer Peter Beard, one of her father’s friends. He invited the
15-year-old to Paris. One year later she landed in the French capital and her career contiued to develop. Despite all the excitement of the fashion industry she could not ignore the feeling that she existed in a bubble; a
microcosm of its own. She worked very hard and at this time lived with her boyfriend who was a musician,
often spenging time with other bandmates and their model girlfriends.
At 20, she took her first break. With her then-boyfriend, she escaped for half a year to Iceland. On returning
to Paris she no longer felt comfortable and applied for art school. The decision to go to Nice was one against
Paris. For Zora it was like a liberation from a life that at a certain point felt unreal. Today, Zora casts her
thoughts back happily: “In our kitchen is a picture of my friend Hannah Hallermann. This is kind of a collage. It points the way to our Academy, in the background you can see the seaside. I spent so much time over
there. I still love it.”
The 32-year-old now lives with her boyfriend, journalist Hendrik Lakeberg, in a Berlin-Kreuzberg apartment:
“Actually, I have always lived like I am in a hotel. Often like I was squatting. But since Hendrik and I started living together, we have settled, however, we hardly have any furniture. A lot of stuff is from friends. Or
something I found on the street and saved. I would really love to live in a completeley white apartment, with
little decoration. But I haven’t managed to do that. I always start collecting little things, small art objects and
such.”
Besides the art in their living room, there is a portrait of Denis Castellas, that Zora exchanged for one of her
portraits that she took of her friend Hannah Hallermann. Again, the name Hannah reappears. Zora is still
surrounded by only a very few people, which is touching in a way and Hannah is certainly one of them. From
a distance she seems to watch people. There is a vulnerability to her that is also mirrored in her approach to
her work as an artist.
“I work with oppositions, in terms of the space and the content, as well. Art is able to connect paradoxes in
a unit. It is a struggle with the world, so I do it.“ Zora’s studio is a colorful jumble with canvases carefully
placed against the wall and sketches kept safely in folders. Zora collects what she dreams. Glass fragments,
dandelions, war bombs, and various quotations: ‘The risk of inaction is far greater than the risk of action’
quote by the then-Vice President, Dick Cheney before the U.S. attacked the Iraq. “These words were so cynical to me, I simply had to work with them. From time to time one can find quotes in my paintings, I like the
idea of incarnation and necromancy.”
Zora’s career looks like a spiral, there is always some form of overriding continuity. Last year, she wanted to
allow more warmth: to let the creative process be still visible. She continues make room for improvisation.
On the canvas, she has returned back to a cooler style. “What I love about painting is that you find yourself
often at a point where everything is possible. With each single move, you can change everything.“
Text: Nella Beljan
Photography: Mirjam Wählen
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